When modifying a standard traffic striping detail, use the abbreviation (Mod) after the detail number.

When modifying a standard traffic striping detail, use the abbreviation (Mod) after the detail number.

Shoe modifications made to a traffic striping detail from the Standard Plans on a Pavement Delineation Details sheet.

On detail sheets, the legend shown on the first detail sheet applies to all the detail sheets of that type (e.g., pavement delineation details).

Show modifications made to a traffic striping detail from the Standard Plans on a Pavement Delineation Details sheet.

On detail sheets, the legend shown on the first detail sheet applies to all the detail sheets of that type (e.g., pavement delineation details).
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If there could possibly be an uncertainty on how a modified striping detail transitions to another striping detail, show a detail of the transition.
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